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From: Amitabh Singh
Sent: 14 September 2022 14:32
To: Licensing
Cc:
Subject: FW: PRE1492 - Snappy Tomato Pizza, 12 Worcester Street, Wolverhampton WV2 

4LD

Sensitivity: PROTECT 

 
Dear Licensing,  
 
The licence holder has agreed to the mediated conditions being added into the premises licence, 
please see below. Therefore, acting in my capacity as Responsible Authority for the Licensing 
Authority, my concerns raised in my representations have been allayed and subject to the 
amendments being made to the operating schedule, this should negate the need for a hearing, 
subject to no further representations from any other person or Responsible Authority." 
 
The applicant has asked when can he start trading from, if somebody could contact him please.  
 
Kind regards  
Amitabh Singh 
Section Leader 

 
 

 
City of Wolverhampton Council 
 
 

 

From: Jeet < >  
Sent: 13 September 2022 16:53 
To: Amitabh Singh < k> 
Subject: Re: PRE1492 - Snappy Tomato Pizza, 12 Worcester Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4LD 
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the council. Do not click links or open attachments unless you are 

sure the content is safe.  

Hi, we are happy  with amendments . 
Thanks  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 

On 13 Sep 2022, at 13:27, Amitabh Singh <Amitabh.Singh > wrote: 
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Sensitivity: PROTECT 

 
Dear Mr Batiya, 
  
Licensing Act (2003) - PRE1492 - Snappy Tomato Pizza, 12 Worcester Street, 
Wolverhampton WV2 4LD 
  
Following a conversation with yourself on 12 September to discuss the Licensing 
Authority representations in its capacity as a Responsible Authority, the 
amendments detailed below have been agreed by yourself, who has stated that they 
are willing to modify the operating schedule within the application dated 16/08/2022, 
accordingly: 
  
  
  

The prevention of crime and disorder 
  
           
To add: 
  

1. No off sales of alcohol will be provided to customers from the premises itself. 
Alcohol will only be offered as part of a delivery order and only permitted as 
an addition to food orders.  

2. Sales of alcohol are not to include any super strength lagers, beers or ciders 
where strength exceeds 6.5% ABV (alcohol by volume). 

3. All customer facing staff to receive training before their first shift when the 
premises is open to the public and refresher training every six months on 
their responsibilities with regard to licensing legislation. Training will also 
cover Challenge 25, personal safety, conflict management, recognising signs 
of drunkenness, how to refuse service, the premises’ duty of care, safe 
evacuation of the premises, company policies and reporting procedures, 
action to be taken in the event of an emergency, including the preservation of 
a crime scene and reporting an incident to the emergency services, and the 
conditions in force under this licence. This training must be documented and 
produced to an officer of a responsible authority upon request. 

  
Prevention of public nuisance 

  
To add: 
  

1. Alcohol shall be delivered to a residential or business address only and shall 
not be delivered to a person in a public place, e.g. a car park, a street corner, 
a bus stop etc. 
  

  
  

Protection of Children from Harm 
To amend: 
  
From: Challenge 25 policy will be in place, staff will be trained. 
  
To: 



1. The Challenge 25 scheme will be operated to ensure that any person who 
appears to be under the age of 25 will provide documented proof that they are 
over 18 years of age. Proof of age will only comprise a passport, photocard 
driving licence, an EU/EEA national ID card or a card bearing the PASS 
hologram. 

2. When age-restricted goods are delivered to a customer's address, the person 
who takes receipt of the goods must be subject to Challenge 25 verification. 
Where age verification is required, an original valid photographic identity 
document must be provided. 

   
  

To add: 
  
  

4. All delivery drivers will undertake Challenge 25 verification at point of 
delivery. All transactions are to be documented electronically, detailing the 
order number, recipient and delivery address. This record is to be made 
available to any responsible authority if requested. 

  
  

5. Delivery staff shall be over 18 years of age. Where a delivery driver has 
concerns further to child protection at any address to which alcohol has been 
delivered these concerns shall be made known to the premises licence 
holder with a minimum of delay whereupon the premises licence holder shall 
report the matter to Wolverhampton’s Emergency Duty Team. 

  
  
           
If you agree to the above please state this agreement on a reply e-mail to myself. If 
you wish to discuss this further please get in touch. 
  
Kind regards   
  
Amitabh Singh 
Section Leader 

 
  

 
 

  


